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Abstract

Visual place recognition is to estimate the geographical
location of a given image, which is usually addressed by
recognizing its similar reference images from a database.
The reference images are usually retrieved via similarity
search using global descriptor, and the local descriptors are
used to re-rank the initial retrieved candidates. The local
descriptors re-ranking can significantly improve the accu-
racy of global retrieval but comes at a high computational
cost. To achieve a good trade-off between accuracy and effi-
ciency, we propose an Efficient Transformer for Re-ranking
(ETR), utilizing both global and local descriptors to re-rank
the top candidates in a single shot. In contrast to traditional
re-ranking methods, we leverage self-attention to capture
relationships between local descriptors in a single image
and cross-attention to explore the similarity of the image
pairs. We show that the proposed model can be regarded
as a general re-ranking algorithm for significantly boost-
ing the performance of other global-only retrieval methods.
Extensive experimental results show that our method out-
performs state-of-the-arts and is orders of magnitude faster
in terms of computational efficiency.

1. Introduction
Visual Place Recognition (VPR) is a challenging task in

video-based navigation systems such as autonomous driv-
ing and mobile robotic localization, which has generally
been approached as a special case of image retrieval. Given
a query image, the VPR algorithms usually retrieve the
candidate images from a database via image representa-
tions [47]. The image representations can be further sub-
divided into two major classes, i.e., global descriptors [6,
45, 1, 37, 28, 36] and local descriptors [24, 6, 10, 16, 5].
Global descriptor describes the whole image by a single fea-
ture vector, leading to a compact representation for boost-
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Figure 1. Pipeline of the proposed re-ranking method. For a query
image, its global and local descriptors are firstly extracted, and
the top-k candidates are retrieved from the database via global de-
scriptor. Then the global/local descriptors of the query and can-
didates are fused to constitute the input of the model. So that re-
ranking the top-k candidates requires just a single shot, which is
orders of magnitude faster than the traditional re-ranking methods
(such as geometric verification).

ing large-scale search and a discriminative representation
for appearance and illumination changes. Local descriptors
focus on the interest (e.g. landmarks) of an image and high-
light patterns that differ from its neighborhood, which are
shown to be more important to improve the retrieval preci-
sion. To further boost the retrieval accuracy, VPR usually
adopts a two-stage process: the global features are firstly
applied to retrieve candidates from database, and then the
pair-wise local descriptors matching is used to re-rank the
initial candidates.

Considering the re-ranking stage, many state-of-art ap-
proaches [6, 16] still rely on traditional methods such as
geometric verification [27]. Geometric verification usually
performs local descriptors matching in a brute-force man-
ner, i.e., exhaustive comparison between two local descrip-
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tors sets to find mutual nearest neighbor matches. The
image pair similarity is given by the number of inliers
when estimating the homography based on the matches with
RANSAC [14]. Utilizing local descriptors matching to re-
order the initial candidates can significantly improve re-
trieval performance but comes at a high computational cost
which is unfriendly for time-sensitive systems [2, 26].

To make full use of local descriptors to guarantee per-
formance while alleviating the computation costs, we de-
sign ETR, an Efficient Transformer for Re-ranking that can
directly generate a similarity score for an image pair, as
shown in Figure 1. Inspired by the success of Transform-
ers [39] and seminal work such as SuperGlue [31] and
LoFTR [33], we use Transformers to process local descrip-
tors extracted from pre-trained CNN models. Thanks to
the attention mechanism and global receptive field of the
Transformer, we can leverage the self-attention to capture
complex spatial relationships encoded in a single image.
And the bidirectional cross-attention can replace the rela-
tively expensive process of mutual nearest neighbor search
and perform the local feature matching across images more
efficiently. Different from conventional re-ranking meth-
ods, the proposed model takes the fused descriptors of the
query and top-k candidates as input, so that re-ranking top-
k neighbors requires a single forward pass. Compared with
traditional geometric verification methods that can only pro-
cess image pairs serially, the proposed model can be eas-
ily parallelized and significantly accelerate the process of
re-ranking while achieving competitive results on multiple
benchmarks.

The contributions of this paper unfolds as follows:

• We propose an efficient Transformer for image re-
ranking, by leveraging self- and cross-attention to di-
rectly predict the similarity of an image pair. ETR is
able to process image pairs in parallel with low com-
putational time and memory requirements.

• We show that ETR can be regarded as a general re-
ranking algorithm to improve retrieval performance for
those global-only methods, and can be used as an al-
ternate for other re-ranking approaches.

• Experiment results show that ETR can achieve state-
of-the-art performance on several VPR benchmarks.

2. Related Work
Image representations play an important role for visual
place recognition, which can be further divided into two
categories. The local descriptors can also be treated
as key-point descriptors or regional descriptors, including
the traditional hand-crafted local features (e.g., SIFT [23],
SURF [4]) and more recent learning-based features (e.g.,
DELF [24], R2D2 [30]). Local descriptors can either be

aggregated to obtain global descriptors or perform cross-
matching between image pairs. In order to learn task-
specific local features (e.g. landmarks) from an image, sev-
eral attempts [24, 6] have been proposed. To better lever-
age VPR prior knowledge, Patch-NetVLAD [16] directly
extracted multil-scale patch features from global descrip-
tors generated by a VPR-optimized aggregation technique
NetVLAD [1], which reverses the traditional local-to-global
process of image representation and provides a new per-
spective for local feature extraction. The global descrip-
tors are used to summarize an image into a compact rep-
resentation for large-scale image retrieval while being ro-
bust to appearance, illumination and viewpoint changes. In
the age of traditional machine learning, global descriptors
were developed mainly by aggregating hand-crafted local
descriptors [18, 19, 3]. Nowadays, most high-performing
global features are based on deep convolution neural net-
works [32, 17] or vision Transformers [12, 13]. Many ap-
proaches are proposed to optimize operations like pooling
(e.g., GeM [28] and R-MAC [36]) or aggregating (e.g.,
NetVLAD [1] and NetBoW [25]) to create more compact
and discriminative global features. To train deep CNN or
visual Transformers models, ranking-based losses [8, 42]
and classification-based losses [9] are proposed.

Re-ranking in visual place recognition. Re-ranking the
initial candidates has been proved as an effective way to im-
prove performance. Geometric verification [16, 24, 6, 20]
is a kind of re-ranking method widely used in VPR, which
can generate stable and explainable results. The re-ranking
process can be divided into two steps: feature matching
and consistency check. Feature matching is used to detect
feature-to-feature correspondences among a pair of images,
which usually adopts brute force search to find local fea-
tures that are mutual nearest neighbors. Several algorithms
such as SuperGlue [31] and LoFTR [33] have been devel-
oped to optimize this process. Consistency check is used to
analyze the consistency of spatial transformations and ver-
ify the reliability of the correspondences, typically imple-
mented by using RANSAC [14]. Some other spatial match-
ing attempts [16, 5] have been proposed to reduce computa-
tion complexity. Nonetheless, these methods are still com-
putationally intensive processes and require a large number
of local descriptors to guarantee performance.

Transformers in vision tasks. Transformers [39] was first
introduced in natural language processing field, has become
the de facto standard for sequence modeling. Recently,
Transformers have attracted more and more attention in
pure vision tasks [12, 7]. As the key part of Transformers ar-
chitecture, self-attention mechanism has also been studied
for image retrieval and visual place recognition [13, 41].
The most related to our work is RRT [35], RRT uses the
standard Transformer structure to learn the visual relation
of an image pair. Different from RRT, we leverage self-
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed method. For a given input image pair (Ia, Ib), global and local descriptors extracted from a pre-
trained CNN are concatenated to constitute the input of ETR, denoted as (fa, fb). They are then added with the segment encoding and
processed by N ETR blocks, which consist of a self-attention layer and a cross-attention layer. The model finally produces a similarity
score of (Ia, Ib). The model is trained to optimize a binary cross entropy loss.

attention and cross-attention layers for message passing be-
tween two sets of descriptors, which is proved to have better
performance through our experiments.

3. Method

The overview of the ETR is illustrated in Figure 2. For a
given query image, our method first uses its global descrip-
tor to retrieve the top-k candidates. Then for the query im-
age and each image in the candidate set, we construct an im-
age pair and feed them into ETR to obtain a similarity score,
which will be used to reorder the initial candidates. Dif-
ferent from previous CNN-based re-ranking methods (e.g.,
[34, 20, 6, 16]), ours can learn distinct knowledge from
global and local descriptors to directly compute the image
similarity.

3.1. Feature Extraction

Note that our ETR is designed to focus on image re-
ranking based on global and local descriptors. Theoret-
ically, descriptors produced by CNN-based methods can
be used as the input of the proposed model. Considering
the feature extraction time and descriptors size, we pro-
pose two versions of ETR, named ETR-S and ETR-D, using
DELG [6] and SuperPoint [10] as feature extractors, respec-
tively. DELG is a unified framework for both global and
local feature extraction, while SuperPoint only focuses on
local feature extraction. We propose these two model vari-
ants to demonstrate the generality of the architecture and
provide practical options for time-critical applications.

3.2. ETR Block

Before describing the proposed ETR Block, we first
briefly introduce the Transformer architecture here as back-
ground. The Transformer contains a Multi-Head Self-
Attention (MHA) layer and a fully connected Feed-Forward

Network (FFN) layer. A self-attention layer first transforms
the input vector into three different matrices, namely, Q, K,
and V with the dimension dq=dk=dv=dmodel. The output
of a self-attention layer is computed as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
Q ·KT

√
dk

)V (1)

MHA is a mechanism to boost the performance of the
vanilla self-attention layer. The Q, K, V are linearly pro-
jected h times to dq′ , dk′ and dv′ dimensions respectively.
Here, h is the number of heads, dq′ =dk′ =dv′ =dmodel/h.
The MHA takes Q, K, V as input and comprises multiple
self-attention modules:

MHA(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
O

headi = Attention(Qi,Ki, Vi)
(2)

Here Q (and similarly K and V ) is the concatenation of
{Qi}hi=1, and WO ∈ Rdmodel×dmodel is the linear projection
matrix. FFN consists of two linear transformation layers
with a nonlinear activation function in between and can be
denoted as: FFN(X) = W2σ(W1X), W1 ∈ Rdmodel×dh

and W2 ∈ Rdh×dmodel are two parameter matrices, dh is
the hidden layer dimension. The σ represents the non-linear
activation function. The output is computed as:

x = LN(x+ MHA(Q,K, V ))

y = LN(x+ FFN(x))
(3)

where LN represents a layer normalization function.
Now we introduce the proposed ETR Block, as shown in

Figure 3. The ETR block interleaves a self-attention (self-
attn) layer and a cross-attention (cross-attn) layer. For self-
attention layer, the input vector Q, (K, V ) come from the
same input of an image pair (either fa or f b). The self-
attention is responsible for capturing relationships between
local descriptors of the image itself and enabling long-range
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Figure 3. The proposed ETR block which consists of a self-
attention layer and a cross-attention layer.

dependencies. For cross-attention layer, Q′, (K ′ and V ′)
come from either (fa and f b, marked with red) or (f b

and fa, marked with green), depending on the direction of
cross-attention. The cross-attention focuses on learning the
relationships between local descriptors across images and
exploring the similarity of the image pairs [40]. Given an
input pair (fa, f b), the output (f̂a, f̂ b) of an ETR block is
obtained by:

ya = self-attn(Qfa ,Kfa , Vfa)

yb = self-attn(Qfb ,Kfb , Vfb)

f̂a = cross-attn(Qya ,Kyb , Vyb)

f̂ b = cross-attn(Qyb ,Kya , Vya)

(4)

where self-attn and cross-attn are standard Trans-
former layers.

3.3. Model Architecture

Model input. For an input image I , its global descrip-
tor and local descriptors are denoted as Xg ∈ Rdg , Xl =
{Xl,i ∈ Rdl}Li=1 respectively, where L is the number of
local descriptors. For ETR-D, which leverages DELG [6]
as feature extractor, an additional scale factor Sl,i list is re-
quired. The list contains a set of pre-defined image scales,
each element of them is an integer, representing the scale
from which the corresponding local descriptor Xl,i is ex-
tracted. For ETR-S, which leverages SuperPoint [10] as
feature extractor, since only one image scale is used, so the
scale factor Sl is not required.

Given image pair (Ia, Ib), the global descriptor and local
descriptors are denoted as (Xa

g , Xb
g) and (Xa

l , Xb
l ) respec-

tively. To better utilize the attention mechanism of Trans-
former, we arrange the input sequence (fa, f b) as follows:

fa = [Hg(X
a
g );Hl(X

a
l,1); ...;Hl(X

a
l,L)]

f b = [Hg(X
b
g);Hl(X

b
l,1); ...;Hl(X

b
l,L)]

Hg(Xg) = XgWg + γ

Hl(Xl) = Xl + ϕ(Sl) + γ

(5)

Wg ∈ Rdg×dl is a parameter matrix to project Xg to dl di-
mension, and γ is a segment embedding used in BERT [11]
to distinguish the global descriptor and local descriptors. ϕ
is a linear embedding function taking the scale index Sl,i as
input to obtain corresponding scale embedding. [; ] denotes
the concatenation operation. Different from RRT [35], we
do not use position embedding and class token. For position
embedding, we observe no benefit in performance gain. For
class token, ablation studies have been conducted, see more
details in Section 4.4.

With the input and ETR block, the complete pipeline can
be described as:

fa
i+1, f

b
i+1 = ETR-Blocki(f

a
i , f

b
i )

f̂a, f̂ b = fa
N , f b

N

z = Concat([Pool(f̂a),Pool(f̂ b)])Wz

(6)

where i = 0, ..., N − 1 (N is the number of ETR block),
Pool is the pooling method (average pooling is adopted in
this paper), and Wz ∈ R2dl×1 is a linear projection matrix.
Supervision. We treat the image re-ranking as a classifi-
cation task, the commonly used BCE loss is adopted as the
training objective defined as follows:

L(z, ŷ) = − 1

n

n∑
i=0

[ŷ log(σ(z)) + (1− ŷ) log(1− σ(z))]

ŷ = I(Ia, Ib) (7)

Where n is the number of training image pairs, I(Ia, Ib)
is an indicator function which equals to one when Ia and
Ib represent the same place, or zero otherwise. σ(z) is the
sigmoid function to convert the output z to a probability.

4. Experiments
Training dataset. The ETR models are trained with the
subsets of “v2-clean” split [46] of Google Landmarks v2
(GLDv2, [44]). GLDv2 is a benchmark for large-scale
place recognition, which contains more than 4 million im-
ages annotated with labels. For ETR-S, we randomly sam-
ple 15,000 landmarks from GLDv2-clean where each land-
mark has at least 10 images and at most 100 images. This
results in 450,508 images, which is 30% of the “v2-clean”
split. ETR-D uses the same training set as RRT [35] for
a fair comparison. This set contains 322,008 images which
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Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-arts on the benchmarks.

Method MSLS val Pitts30k Tokyo 24/7 MSLS challenge
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

SFRS [15] 69.2 80.3 83.1 89.4 94.7 95.9 85.4 91.1 93.3 42.5 53.7 58.0
NetVLAD [1] 58.6 71.2 76.1 81.9 91.2 93.7 67.0 77.8 80.3 35.1 47.4 51.7
AP-GEM [29] 65.0 75.7 78.2 80.7 91.4 94.0 58.4 69.5 74.3 30.2 41.3 47.1

DELG global [6] 72.2 81.4 84.6 78.4 87.4 91.6 73.0 83.5 87.0 39.3 52.6 58.2
RRT [35] 72.4 86.5 89.0 80.7 90.7 93.9 86.7 94.0 94.9 39.1 55.4 63.0

SP-SuperGlue [10, 31] 78.4 82.8 84.2 87.2 94.8 96.4 88.2 90.2 90.2 50.6 56.9 58.3
DELG local [6] 83.2 89.3 89.5 89.8 95.3 96.6 86.4 92.4 93.0 52.2 61.9 65.4

Patch-NetVLAD-s [16] 77.8 84.3 86.5 87.5 94.5 94.8 70.2 78.7 82.2 48.1 59.4 62.3
Patch-NetVLAD-p [16] 79.5 86.2 87.7 88.7 94.5 95.9 86.0 88.6 90.5 48.1 57.6 60.5

ETR-S (ours) 80.5 86.5 88.9 83.1 91.1 93.8 90.1 93.0 94.6 53.9 62.8 66.1
ETR-D (ours) 79.3 88.0 89.6 84.2 91.6 93.8 89.2 94.3 95.2 50.6 62.1 65.8

are randomly sampled from 12,000 landmarks (each land-
mark has at least 10 images).

Testing dataset. To verify the generalization ability of our
proposed model, we directly evaluate our model on sev-
eral key benchmark datasets: MSLS [43], Pitts30k [38] and
Tokyo 24/7 [37]. The Pitts30k contains 6816 query im-
ages and 1000 gallery images. The Tokyo 24/7 contains
76k gallery images and 315 query images taken using mo-
bile phone cameras. These two datasets are extremely chal-
lenging since the query images were taken under varying
conditions, including daytime, sunset and night, while the
gallery images were only taken during daytime. The MSLS
is a large-scale long-term place recognition dataset that con-
tains 1.6M street-level images, which in particular includes
simultaneous variations in all of the following: geographi-
cal diversity (30 major cities across the globe), season, time
of day, date (over 7 years), viewpoint and weather [16]. We
evaluate our model on the MSLS val set and MSLS chal-
lenge set which have 1.9k query images and 57k gallery
images in total.

Evaluation metrics. We use the same evaluation Re-
call@N metric following [1], where a query image is de-
termined to be correctly localized if at least one of the top
N retrieved reference images is within the ground truth tol-
erance. For Pitts30k [38] and Tokyo 24/7 [37], the ground
truth tolerance is 25m translational error. For MSLS [43],
25m translational and 40° orientation error. The recall is de-
fined as the percentage of correctly localized query images.

4.1. Implementation Details

ETR-D settings. ETR-D uses DELG [6] as the pre-trained
feature extractor. The DELG which leverages ResNet-
50 [17] as backbone is adopted in our experiment. DELG
unifies global and local feature extraction into one single
deep model. The global descriptor is extracted at 3 scales
{ 1√

2
, 1,

√
2} with dimensionality dg = 2048. The local de-

scriptors are extracted at 7 image scales (range from 0.25

to 2.0) in total, each with dimensionality dl = 128. The
original DELG model extracts top 1000 local descriptors
with highest attention scores for each image. Following the
RRT [35], we only leverage the top L = 500 local descrip-
tors. To unify the dimensions, we use an extra linear pro-
jection layer Wg ∈ Rdg×dl to project the global descriptors
to a dimension of 128. The model has N = 3 ETR blocks,
The self-attn and cross-attn has h = 4 heads, dq , dk, dv
and dmodel are set to 128. The hidden layer dimension
in FFN layer is dh = 1024. The model is trained using
AdamW [22] optimizer and cosine learning rate decay pol-
icy with an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−3. We train the
model with a batch size of 196 for 30 epochs, in which 2
epochs for learning rate warm-up [21].

ETR-S settings. Since the local feature extraction process
of DELG is still a high cost for large-scale systems, we pro-
pose ETR-S, which uses an efficient feature extractor Su-
perPoint [10]. In ETR-S, we do not incorporate the global
descriptor term Hg(Xg) in Eq. 5. We also drop the scale
embedding ϕ(Sl) since SuperPoint only performs local fea-
ture extraction at one image scale. We extract the top 1024
local descriptors with the highest attention scores for each
image, each with dimensionality dl = 256. The top 500
descriptors are used in our experiment (L = 500). For the
architecture, we use 2 ETR blocks (N = 2) with 4 heads
(h = 4). dq , dk, dv are set to 256, dh in FFN is set to 2048.
The model is trained using AdamW [22] optimizer for 100
epochs, using a learning rate of 1× 10−3.

Model training. During training, for a query image, we
first use the global descriptor to retrieve the top 100 candi-
dates, from where the negative images are randomly sam-
pled, which have a different label from the query image.
The positive samples are randomly selected from the im-
ages sharing the same label as the query. Note that different
from other methods [1, 16, 15], our model does not train on
any of the training sets of the benchmarks.
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Table 2. Compare ETR-S and ETR-D with RRT [35] on Pitts30k and Tokyo 24/7 datasets. All methods re-rank top-k (k=10, 50, 100, 200,
300) images retrieved by DELG global [6]. The original metrics of DELG global on Pitts30k are 78.4% R@1, 87.4% R@5, 91.6% R@10,
and 73.0% R@1, 83.5% R@5, 87.0% R@10 on Tokyo 24/7.

Dataset #reranked
image

RRT [35] ETR-S (ours) ETR-D (ours)
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Pitts30k

10 81.1 89.5 91.6 82.8 89.6 91.6 83.8 89.6 91.6
50 80.8 90.5 93.8 82.6 91.0 93.8 84.3 91.2 93.7

100 80.7 90.7 93.9 83.1 91.1 93.8 84.2 91.6 93.8
200 80.5 90.6 93.9 82.9 91.0 93.7 84.2 91.7 93.9
300 80.4 90.7 93.9 88.6 93.3 93.7 84.1 91.8 93.8

Tokyo 24/7

10 83.2 85.7 87.0 86.0 89.5 87.0 84.1 86.0 87.0
50 85.1 92.4 92.7 89.8 94.9 94.9 87.9 93.3 94.9

100 86.7 94.0 94.9 90.1 93.0 94.6 89.2 94.3 95.2
200 87.6 94.0 95.6 88.9 93.0 93.3 89.2 94.9 96.5
300 87.9 94.3 95.9 88.6 93.3 93.7 89.5 95.6 96.5

Figure 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Tokyo 24/7
dataset. The global-only retrieval results are depicted in solid line,
while re-ranking results are depicted in dash line. our method out-
performs all the global retrieval and re-ranking methods.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-arts

We compare ETR with several state-of-art approaches.
Among them, the first group contains global-only re-
trieval methods, including NetVLAD [1], SFRS [15],
DELG global [6] and AP-GEM [29]. We also compare
the re-ranking methods including Patch-NetVLAD [16],
SP-SpuerGlue [31, 6], RRT [35] and DELG local [6].
For Patch-NetVLAD, we test both its speed-oriented and
performance-focused configurations, denoted as Patch-
NetVLAD-s and Patch-NetVLAD-p respectively. For SP-
SuperGlue, which re-ranks candidates by using Super-
Glue [31] to identify matches from local descriptors ex-
tracted by SuperPoint [10]. Patch-NetVLAD and SP-
SuperGlue re-rank top-100 images retrieved by NetVLAD,
while RRT, DELG local, ETR-S and ETR-D re-rank top-
100 images retrieved by DELG global.

Table 1 shows the quantitative results of our method

compared with other approaches. ETR-D outperforms all
the global-only retrieval methods, SFRS, NetVLAD, AP-
GEM and DELG global on MSLS val, Tokyo 24/7 and
MSLS challenge datasets, on average by 7.3%, 19.5%,
21.8%, and 11.5% (all percentages are absolute increase
for R@1) respectively. ETR-S achieves similar results
with ETR-D on MSLS val, Tokyo 24/7 and Pitts30k test
dataset, and outperforms all compared methods on MSLS
challenge dataset. For Pitts30k dataset, our method does
not perform as well as the strong baseline method SFRS.
Note that SFRS is finely trained on Pitts30k dataset using
proposed self-supervising fine-grained region similarities,
which can greatly improve performance, while our methods
are only trained on a subset of GLDv2.

ETR also yields competitive results compared with the
two-stage approaches. ETR-D achieves the best perfor-
mance on almost all four datasets compared to RRT, es-
pecially the MSLS val set and MSLS challenge set, with
an absolute improvement of 6.9% and 11.5% on R@1 re-
spectively. It is worth noting that ETR-D and RRT are
trained under the same dataset for a fair comparison. ETR-
D outperforms Patch-NetVLAD in MSLS val set, MSLS
challenge set, and Tokyo 24/7 while performing worse
in Pitts30k. Note that Patch-NetVLAD was trained on
Pitts30k and MSLS dataset, while our method is not fine-
tuned on any of these datasets. Besides, Patch-NetVLAD
requires huge storage space and extremely large computa-
tional cost due to its multi-scale features and high dimen-
sionality, which is unsuitable for resource-constrained and
time-sensitive systems. ETR-S achieves competitive results
in Pitts30k and is 633 times and 12,183 times faster than SP-
SuperGlue and DELG local in terms of re-ranking latency
(see Table 3). For a more intuitive comparison of ETR with
other methods, see Figure 4.

Comparison with RRT. RRT [35] is also a Transformer-
based model for the image re-ranking, therefore we con-
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Table 3. Feature extraction and re-ranking (top-100) latency, mem-
ory requirements for different re-ranking methods. Latency is
measured on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU. We conduct
these experiments on Pitts30k [38] test dataset.

Method Extraction Re-ranking Memory
latency (ms) latency (ms) (MB)

DELG local [6] 152 73100 0.9
Patch-NetVLAD-s [16] 21 200 1.9
Patch-NetVLAD-p [16] 487 7700 44.2
SP-SuperGlue [10, 31] 7 3800 0.7

RRT [35] 152 8 0.5
ETR-D (ours) 152 14 0.5
ETR-S (ours) 7 6 0.7

Table 4. Performance of different pooling methods on MSLS val
and Tokyo 24/7 datasets for ETR-D.

Pooling Method Tokyo 24/7 MSLS val
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

CLS 58.9 70.6 84.7 55.7 71.5 77.5
GeM 84.8 94.3 94.6 76.4 85.5 87.7

Max Pool 66.7 87.9 92.1 66.7 79.1 83.9
Average Pool 89.5 95.6 96.5 79.3 88.0 89.6

sider RRT as the main baseline to compare in more
details. For a fair comparison, ETR-D and RRT are
trained on the same dataset and use the same number
(e.g. 500) R50-DELG [6] descriptors. ETR-S uses 500 Su-
perPoint local descriptors. All models re-rank the top-k
(k=10,50,100,200,300) images retrieved by DELG global.
Table 2 presents the results on two benchmark datasets
Pitts30k [38] and Tokyo 24/7 [37].

ETR-D achieves the best re-ranking performance on
almost all conditions across two datasets compared with
DELG global and RRT. For example, when re-ranking the
top 300 neighbors, our model considerably improves over
the DELG global method, with an average improvement
of 11.1%, 8.3%, 5.9% on R@1, R@5, R@10 respectively,
2.7%, 1.2%, 0.3% absolute increase when compared with
RRT. ETR-S also surpasses the DELG global by notice-
able margins and achieves comparable results with ETR-D.
Taking the average of all datasets, ETR-S outperforms RRT
with absolute gains of 3.3%, 1.5%, 2.2% on R@1, R@5,
R@10 score when re-ranking the top 50 images. Such im-
provements show that our proposed self- and cross-attention
layers can better capture underlying relationships encoding
in descriptors compared with the original Transformer ar-
chitecture used in RRT.

4.3. Latency and Memory

In practical VPR applications, latency and storage con-
sumption are important factors that must be taken into ac-
count. Table 3 shows the computational time and memory
footprint for all compared techniques. The extraction la-
tency represents the time to extract features for a single im-
age, while the memory is the size of the extracted features.

Figure 5. The re-ranking performance of our model on Tokyo
24/7 [37], MSLS val [43], Pitts30k [37] and MSLS challenge [43],
base on global retrieval results generated by NetVLAD [1],
SFRS [15], AP-GEM [29] and DELG global [6] respectively. The
global-only retrieval results are depicted in dot line, while our re-
ranking results are depicted in solid line. Our approach can sig-
nificantly improve the retrieval metrics of different global-only re-
trieval methods, showing strong generalization ability.

The re-ranking latency is the time required to re-rank the
top 100 neighbors for a query image. ETR-D is about 550
times and 271 times faster than Patch-NetVLAD-p [16]
and SP-SuperGlue [10, 31] in terms of re-ranking latency,
and 88.4 times and 1.4 times smaller in memory consump-
tion. The Patch-NetVLAD-p extracts the high dimension-
ality (dim = 4096) patch features at multi-scale (e.g. patch
sizes = 2, 5, 8), which leads to an extremely large memory
footprint. ETR-S is about 1.3 times and 33.3 times faster
than RRT and Patch-NetVLAD-s. Our method is orders of
magnitude faster than traditional methods in re-ranking la-
tency, which is more suitable for practical scenarios.

Both ETR-D and RRT [35] use half of the DELG lo-
cal descriptors, so the memory consumption is nearly half
of the DELG local method. RRT [35] is 1.75 times faster
than ETR-D, this is because RRT concatenates the two sets
of descriptors from the image pair into one single sequence,
so the output can be obtained in just one single forward-
pass. Our method leverages self- and cross-attention to pass
messages between two sets of descriptors, which requires
two forward-pass to obtain the output.
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Figure 6. Qualitative examples from Tokyo 24/7 [37], Pitts30k [38], MSLS val [43] and MSLS challenge datasets. For each query, the top-5
neighbors ranked by the global retrieval and re-ranked by ETR-D are presented. Correct/incorrect neighbors are marked with green/red
borders. The global-only methods show a tendency to retrieve images with a similar global layout as the query, while our full re-ranking
approach can capture a more fine-grained matching between images. The top left one is the most representative example, which contains
very severe day-night changes.

4.4. Ablation Study

Re-ranking generalization ability. We show that ETR can
be considered as a general re-ranking method. To verify the
generalization capability of our method, we use the model
to re-rank the global results retrieved by 4 different meth-
ods, NetVLAD, SFRS, AP-GEM and DELG global on 4
different datasets includes Tokyo 24/7, MSLS val, Pitts30k
and MSLS challenge dataset. The ETR-D and ETR-S
achieve similar results in this experiment, we only show the
results of ETR-D, see Figure 5 for details. our model can
significantly improve the performance of the four global re-
trieval methods across all four datasets, with an absolute
increase of 20.0%, 10.6%, 10.3%, 12.0% on R@1 respec-
tively when re-ranking the top 100 neighbors. Besides that,
by re-ranking more neighbors (e.g. top-200, top-300), the
performance can be further improved. The results demon-
strate that our model showing excellent generalization ca-
pability and can be used as a plug and play module to re-
place the traditional time-consuming re-ranking methods.
Figure 6 illustrates qualitative examples retrieved by global-
only methods and our re-ranking approach. The global-
only methods can retrieve images that are similar in general
and can not handle severe day-night and viewpoint changes,
as shown in the first row. ETR can successfully perform
matching and show great robustness to appearance and illu-
mination changes, which can significantly improve the per-
formance over the global-only retrieval.

Choice of pooling methods. In Table 4, we provide a com-
parison between different feature pooling methods. we ob-

serve that utilizing average pooling achieves the best per-
formance on Tokyo 24/7 and MSLS val dataset. There is
a slight drop in performance when replacing GeM (we use
a pooling exponent value of p = 3) with average pooling.
While the performance degrades significantly when using
the class token to replace average pooling. This reveals that
all output tokens are important for the final feature repre-
sentation. Note that we conduct these experiments using
the same training settings.

5. Conclusion

We proposed ETR, a novel Transformer-based re-
ranking mothod that leverages self- and cross-attention lay-
ers to directly explore the similarity of an image pair.
The ETR model is lightweight and can be easily parallelized
such that re-ranking the top-k images requires just a single
shot. We show that ETR outperforms state-of-the-arts on
several VPR datasets. Moreover, ETR can be regarded as
a general re-ranking model to further improve the perfor-
mance of other global retrieval methods while requiring less
computation time and memory consumption. ETR is effi-
cient and well suited to systems emphasis on computational
efficiency and real-time execution such as autonomous driv-
ing navigation and mobile robot localization.
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